Mediawatch: The British public were overwhelmingly sceptical about the prospects of genetically modified crops following a major consultation exercise, but the press response was not wholly supportive of their position. Bernard Dixon reports.
what they think about GM crops". Most people, said an editorial, had an intelligent understanding of the issues, rational scepticism about the benefits and a healthy mistrust of GM advocates. "Consumers simply do not want to buy the produce...And in a small, windy island, segregation of crops is very hard, yet cross-pollination could ruin organic farming." Not a word here to tell readers that we already cultivate, without any problems whatever, crops which are capable of crosspollination but which would cause very serious health dangers if this were to happen. Oilseed rape destined for the human food chain, for example, is simply grown sufficiently far away from another variety, which contains the poison erucic acid, so that for all practical purposes crossfertilisation does not occur.
Also unpredictable was an article by Geoffrey Lean, who has led The Independent's vigorous campaign against GM food for several years. The outcome of the survey, he said, "greatly exaggerates the scale of public opposition to GM crops and food." Lean pointed out, correctly, that other opinion polls have revealed only three-to-one opposition, with huge numbers of people undecided. Just a few months ago, MORI reported that 14% of people favored the technology, while 46% rejected it and 40% had yet to make up their minds.
Lean's motive was, of course, to mock the government for scoring an own goal in a futile quest for even better figures. "They set up the public debate, not as a genuine search for the public view, but as a way of getting greater acceptance," he wrote. "Now they are hoist with their own petard. The people who registered their views were more hostile than the public at large."
The figures were drawn from over 600 public meetings throughout the country -which, as The Independent pointed out, were not designed to achieve a cross-sample of the population at large. "Indeed, there is a case for saying that there is a 'selfselecting' effect at work in such a consultation exercise, because those most likely to turn up to such a meeting might be expected to be those most passionately opposed to GM products."
The Times insisted that the results had particular force because they did not come solely from meetings packed with opponents. "The findings were confirmed by 77 people who were selected randomly as representative of the general public, a grouping named 'Narrow-But-Deep'. The panel was less dogmatic in its opposition to GM but wished the government to delay a decision until there were more tests."
A third surprise was the response of The Guardian, which in 1999 highlighted Arpad Pusztai's claims about alleged dangers of GM crops, and whose editor co-authored the anti-GM television drama Fields of Gold last year. Though it carried two articles on the survey results, The Guardian devoted as much space to a piece warning that "public antipathy toward GM crops is driving Britain's leading plant scientists to seek greener pastures abroad". Prominent among researchers quoted was Richard Flavell, formerly of the John Innes Centre in Norwich and now with Ceres in California. "The situation is more disturbing in the UK than anywhere else in the world," Flavell was quoted as saying. "The untruths, lies and lack of orchestrated information make it impossible for the average person to make an informed decision." So "GM Nation?" (who on earth decided to call it that?) did not spawn a uniform, hysterical chorus from the media. True, most journalists and editors decided to amplify its negative verdicts. But a significant minority urged caution. Of these, The Times struck arguably the most appropriate note. Citing both "scaremongering about health effects" and "genuine scientific uncertainty about environmental effects", it concluded that the British people "do not want to close the door, but have questions that need answers".
Bernard Dixon is the European editor for the American Society of Microbiology.
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